
Dear Mr Levinson and Ms Mitten,

I was initially pleased to learn that another law firm was commencing file sharing l itigation. I called you, Ms Mitten, to
wish you luck; I have answered queries you have raised over several matters of concern and indicated my
willingness to help.

However, my cooperation does not extend to allowing, without my prior knowledge, licence or permission, to use
my firm’s range of precedent letters, paragraphs and responses. These have been developed over a long period of
time and are not available for use by others. When I was invited to take the transfer of the business previously
operated by Davenport Lyons I acquired all necessary precedents prepared by them and I am aware that they
have not licensed to any other party the right to use those precedents. In addition, I do not wish for there to be any
thought or suggestion that our two firms are in any way connected.

I have worked tirelessly and a great personal financial cost over the past year to perfect my firm’s business model
and it would appear that you have chosen a lazy short cut to ape my business model by utilising my firm’s carefully
prepared and bespoke precedents. For the avoidance of any doubt, I have not ever and will not now or in the
future grant to you any licence to use my firm’s precedents.

Can you please confirm the following:-

How you came about our set of precedents and who gave them to you;1.
Why you think you were able to use our bespoke precedents knowing that copyright inherently exists in such
documentation;

2.

Why you failed to seek my permission to use these precedents and further why you failed to mention that you
were so doing in any of our telephone conversations or through any of the emails you have sent me;

3.

How many letters have you sent that contain my precedents, including your initial claims and response letters,
which we have seen a number, each containing our precedent wording;

4.

That you will immediately desist from using our precedents absolutely and completely with immediate effect;5.
That you will publicly apologise for using my precedents without my licence or authority; and6.
That you will compensate me for having misappropriated a significant part of my business for your own use
and benefit.

7.

Meanwhile, my rights and remedies are hereby expressly reserved, including but not l imited to reporting you to the
SRA regarding your apparent conduct, which I regard as unprofessional and unbefitting conduct of a solicitor,
especially towards a professional colleague who has only offered support to you.

I would appreciate a reply as soon as possible and in any event within seven days from the date herein.

Yours truly

(c.c. John Hall, Senior Partner)
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